The US Department of Energy (DOE) and Division of Nuclear Chemistry & Technology of the American Chemical Society (ACS) are sponsoring two six-week Summer Schools in Nuclear & Radiochemistry for undergraduates. Funding is provided by the US Department of Energy.

Candidates should be undergraduates with an interest in nuclear science who are presently in their sophomore or junior year of study at a US college or university. They should have completed at least two years of chemistry, one year of physics, and one year of calculus. Applicants must be US citizens.

DOE & ACS Nuclear & Radiochemistry Undergraduate Summer Schools

June 17, 2024 through July 27, 2024

Fellowships include a $4000 stipend, all tuition and fees, transportation to and from the Summer School location, housing, books, and laboratory supplies. Transferable college credit will be awarded through the ACS accredited chemistry programs at San Jose State University (7 units) or Stony Brook University (6 units).

Completed applications must be received no later than February 15, 2024.

Each Summer School is limited to 12 students. Announcement of awards will be made in March 2024.

For more information, contact:
Prof. Lynn C. Francesconi, Director
Nuclear & Radiochemistry Summer Schools
Department of Chemistry
Hunter College of the City University of New York
New York, NY 10065
ncss.acs.doe@gmail.com • lfrances@hunter.cuny.edu

Online application forms are available
https://www.nucl-acs.org/?page_id=15